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Abstract
An investigation of the influence of deposition and post-fabrication processes on the final mechanical structure of tantalum beams is reported in the present study. The final deflection profiles of doubly supported beams made from compressive and tensile-stressed films have been studied experimentally. An optimum finite element model has been developed to predict the buckling behaviour of the doubly supported beams by considering the boundary conditions in the form of a compressive stress and an applied load. No matter which etch release method has been used, the initial stress state of the as-deposited films has been found to have a significant impact on the final deflection profile of the fabricated device. The compressive-stressed films have presented larger deflection in the final released beams than the tensile-stressed films. Taking into account the type of etch release methods, the beams that have been released in the dry etch release processes have been found to deform more vertically than those released in the wet-etch release method. Moreover, it has been found that the amplitude of vertical deflection increases with the increase of the beam length and thickness. The results indicate that optimum profiles of tantalum suspended structures can be obtained from the tensile-stressed films that have been released by the wet etching method with an aspect ratio of 1:48.
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components of the residual stress; intrinsic stress and extrinsic stress. The residual intrinsic stresses include growth stress that evolves as a consequence of the film nucleation during the deposition process and transformation stress that arises during a phase transformation and misfit stress that results from film-substrate lattice mismatch. The residual extrinsic stress develops as a thermal stress that arises from the mismatch of film-substrate thermal expansion coefficients. During the post-fabrication process, however, processing parameters may impose external stress in the form of an applied force on the fabricated device [11]. Cracking, deflection and buckling in the released microstructures are undesirable consequences of the residual stress and other post-processing effects.

In order to obtain robust and reliable devices, the mechanical properties of structural metal beam should be improved by controlling the residual stress and etch release effects during the fabrication process. Although there has been plenty of research on analysing or controlling the residual stress in various types of materials [10, 12–24], the behaviour of compressive or tensile-stressed films under different etch release conditions have not yet been addressed in the literature. Moreover, the deflection behaviour of structural metal materials such as tantalum has not been studied satisfactorily as much as the semiconductor processing materials such as Si, SiO$_2$ and Poly-Si. The present study offers an investigation of the influence of post-fabrication process on the final mechanical structure of suspended tantalum beams. Compressive and tensile-stressed films have been sputtered on two types of sacrificial layers. Both wet and dry etching techniques have been examined for the release of the final device in the form of doubly supported beams with length ranging from 100 to 400 µm. The final deflection profiles of the fabricated beams have been verified by creating several finite element models and analysing each model in terms of the compressive residual stress and external applied load. Further investigation has been performed to examine the influence of beam geometry, length, width, thickness, on the final deflection profile of the fabricated and simulated structures.

2. Experimental details

Figure 1 shows the fabrication process flow for the beams. Surface micromachining methods have been used to fabricate doubly supported beams on a 4 inch p-type (100) silicon wafer. Polyimide and plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of silicon oxide (SiO$_2$) have been used as sacrificial layers. Table 1 shows the deposition conditions, thicknesses and the initial stress states of the deposited films.

2.1. Beams fabrication

For the first sacrificial layer, about 8 µm of polyimide has been spin coated (figure 1(a)) and soft-baked on hotplate at 90 °C and 150 °C for 90 s. To remove any solvents and imidize the polyimide completely, the films have been cured at 350 °C for 30 min by increasing the temperature slowly at 4 °C min$^{-1}$ and holding the sample at 350 °C for 30 min and then cooling down to room temperature. Afterwards, a 3 µm of photoresist has been coated and patterned photolithographically (figure 1(b)). Tantalum films with thickness of 500 nm have been deposited using DC magnetron sputtering system, according the sputtering parameters presented in table 1. Once the deposition step has been performed, lift-off process has taken place to define the doubly supported beams thus exposing the polyimide layer underneath the metal (figure 1(c)). Thereafter, the structure has been released (figure 1(d)) by etching the polyimide with two dry etching systems; oxygen plasma-ashing using Barrel Asher and oxygen plasma-downstreaming using MEMSSTAR tool.

For the second sacrificial layer, a PECVD system has been employed to grow a (~3 µm) layer of low temperature SiO$_2$ at 120 °C. The same photolithography and deposition processes as in the polyimide case have been applied. The oxide layer has been etched isotropically by a wet etching process in a diluted buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF). Following the etching step, the samples have been transferred and soaked in the following order in deionized water for 10 min, isopropanol (IPA) for 5 min and methanol for 10 min. The final release stage has been carried out in the critical point dryer chamber and left to dry. Doubly supported beams with widths of 15 µm, thicknesses of 500 nm and lengths of (100, 200, 300 and 400 µm) have been fabricated.

2.2. Buckling analysis

Due to the stringent configuration of the fixed ends of doubly supported beams, the axial residual stress cannot be relaxed. However, the buckling takes place when the axial load exceeds the Euler buckling limit $P_C$ and the beam will be under compressive stress [23]:

$$P_C = \frac{4\pi^2EI}{L^2} \quad (1)$$

where $(L)$ and $(EI)$ are respectively the length and flexural rigidity of the beam. The buckling occurs at a particular length according to the critical stress ($\sigma_{cr}$) [25]:

$$\sigma_{cr} = \frac{E\pi^2I^2}{3L^2} \quad (2)$$

where $(E, I, L)$ denote respectively the elastic modulus, thickness and length of the beam. Therefore, once the beam is released from the substrate, it will buckle according to the magnitude of the residual stress ($\sigma_{rs}$) as follows [26]:

$$\sigma_{rs} = -\frac{\pi^2E}{L^2}\left[\frac{A^2}{4} + \frac{i^2}{3}\right] \quad (3)$$

where $(A)$ is the amplitude of the buckling that can be measured interferometrically. The sinusoidal shape of buckling profile can be described as [27, 28]:

$$y(x) = \frac{A}{2} \left(1 - \cos \frac{2\pi x}{L}\right), \quad -L/2 \leq x \leq L/2 \quad (4)$$

where $(y)$ and $(x)$ represent respectively the deflection and position along the beam.
2.3. Initial residual stress measurement

The initial stress measurements of as-deposited films have been conducted according to Stoney’s curvature method [29]. The suspension of released structures has been confirmed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM), while the final deflection profile of the fabricated devices has been characterised by the white light interferometer (Zygo). From the interferometry fitted results, the buckling amplitude of deflected beams has been evaluated. Therefore, the corresponding residual stresses of the doubly supported beams have been extracted using equation (3). Table 2 shows the maximum measured deflection and the extracted residual stress of 400 µm long beams that have been made from tensile and compressive stressed-films and released in wet and dry etching systems.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model description

In our experiments, the unusual buckling profile that have been produced during the fabrication process cannot be fitted with the simple model that only takes into account of the compressive stress effect. The literature has reported several models that predict the buckling behaviour of suspended microbeam (microbridge) as a result of either the fixed boundary conditions (clamped structures) and gradient residual stress effects [21, 23], or flexible boundary conditions (non-ideal clamping) plus the mean residual stress and/or gradient residual stress components [18]. In these studies, however, the direction (upward or downward) and the amplitude of buckling were evaluated without considering the effects of post-processing and mechanical applied load on the final shape of deflection. Therefore, we have developed several models with the finite element analysis (FEA) software package (CoventorWare) to predict the final deflection profile of doubly supported beams under the effect of compressive residual stress and mechanical load as illustrated schematically in figure 2. In our models, a compressive residual stress (MPa) has been included in the material property and a load (MPa) has been applied to produce various boundary conditions to determine the direction, amplitude and shape of buckling profile. From the experimental point of view, the external mechanical load can result from undercut etching, solvent surface tension during drying, surface oxidation and other post-processing effects.

Figure 3 shows the experimentally observed buckling profile of doubly supported beam with length of (400 µm), width of (15 µm) and thickness of (0.5 µm) fitted with the simulated profile of Models (a)–(f) respectively. Table 3 presents the values of compressive residual stress and mechanical load that have been employed in our models. To estimate the buckling profile precisely, the compressive residual stress values in our models are slightly more than those observed by experiment. In the case of Models (a), (b), (d) and (e), a (−470 MPa)
of compressive residual stress and a (0.12 MPa) of distributed load along the beam bottom have been applied. The vertical deflection of these models is upward and larger than the measured one. Importantly, the corresponding simulated buckling profile is a dome-like shape, which is different from the buckling shape of the experimentally observed beams.

In the case of Model-c, in addition to the (−470 MPa) of compressive residual stress, a (0.12 MPa) of load have been applied only on parts nearby the fixed support ends. The buckling profile of this model is entirely different with downward deflection. By employing the compressive residual stress and applying the mechanical load both on the centre of the bottom of the beam and on the parts near the fixed support ends of the beam, Model-f has been created to fit the experimentally observed deflection profile. From figure 3 and table 3, it can be seen that Model-f shows the least error and fit the measured profile. Therefore, Model-f has been used to verify the experimentally observed deflection of the fabricated beams, see table 4.

3.2. Effect of initial film stress

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the final measured deflection profiles of doubly supported beams made from tensile and compressive-stressed films and released by wet and dry etching processes respectively. The experimental deflection of the beams with lengths of 400 µm, width of 15 µm and thickness of 0.5 µm has been fitted with Model-f_4 and Model-f_5) have exhibited larger deflection than the beams made from tensile-stressed films (Model-f_1 and Model-f_2). The different deflection profile of the fabricated beams between the tensile and compressive-stressed films could be related to the film microstructure and the nature of interface between the substrate and the deposited film during the fabrication process. In the case of tensile-stressed-films, contraction takes place and the surface may bend and render in a concave shape [32]. Therefore, the beam tends to remain flat after removing the sacrificial layer [33]. In the case of compressive stress, the film undergoes an expansion and the surface may render in a convex shape [32]. Consequently, the possibility of buckling or delaminating is high after removing the supporting layer during the release process [34]. Also, it is likely that the tensile-stressed films possess ultra-small columnar grains with micro voids at the film/substrate interface [35], thereby inducing small magnitude of stress in the released beam after removing the sacrificial layer underneath. The compressive-stressed films, on the contrary, might have tightly packed atoms with fibrous structures [36], and therefore have much denser film/substrate interface and ultimately leading to a larger deflection after release. However, further investigation is required to verify the buckling behaviour due to film/substrate interface.

3.3. Effect of etch release process

Figure 5 shows the final measured deflection profile of doubly supported beams made from tensile-stressed films and released
by three different etch release methods: wet etching solution (BHF), oxygen plasma-dry etching (O₂-ashing) at 70 °C and downstream oxygen plasma-dry etching (O₂-downstreaming) at 200 °C with flow rate of oxygen/nitrogen (2000/100 sccm. From the maximum observed deflection, the residual stress has been extracted (using equation (3)) for both wet and dry etch release measurements and presented in table 2. FEM simulation using Model-f has been included to predict the final buckling behaviour of the beams, see Model-f 1–3 in table 4. A good agreement between simulation and experiment can be seen clearly in figure 5. It can be seen that the beams that have been released in the dry etch release methods have exhibited larger deflection profiles than the beams released in the wet etch release technique. Our results are in good agreement with previous studies [37, 38] that have reported the influence of sacrificial materials such as photoresist and silicon on the compressive residual stress of released beam. In our study, however, new findings have shown that using various release conditions (e.g. O₂-ashing and O₂-downstreaming) would lead to different deformations in the final released structure even with the use of the same sacrificial material (e.g. polyimide in this study). Accordingly, the different observations of the buckled beams could only be explained in terms of etch release mechanism.

Temperature can be influential during the etch release process. Since the wet etch release has been performed at room temperature, further stress that may be introduced through
high temperature processes can be avoided. In contrast, the higher temperatures in the dry etch process (200 °C in the O₂-downstreaming compared to 70 °C for O₂-ashing) might have considerable influence on the released structure. Compared to our observations, Fang et al [20] have shown that the shape and the direction of buckling can be controlled by focusing the dry NH₃ plasma treatment on central and sided regions of the microbeam. In fact, their findings support our model assumption (Model-f) of employing the mechanical load that have been applied on the central and sided parts of the beam. By varying the position and the magnitude of the applied load, shapes and amplitudes of buckling can be tuned as shown in the model description (section 3.1). Typically, these results reveal how the etch release process can play an important role in determining the final deflection profile of the fabricated device.

3.4. Effect of beam dimension

Figure 6 shows the measured and simulated buckling profile along the position of doubly supported beams with lengths ranging from 100 to 400 µm. The experimental values of compressive stress have been used together with the applied loads in Model-f to simulate the final deflection profile as a function of beam length, see table 5. The simulated buckling profiles of each beam are in good agreement with those obtained by experiment. Also, it is worth mentioning that the results of deflection profile as a function of the beam length in our work are in good agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/beam length L (µm)</th>
<th>Experimental/ simulated stress σ (MPa)</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_{cn} (MPa)</td>
<td>P_{ed} (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-f/100</td>
<td>–1425</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-f/200</td>
<td>–1125</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-f/300</td>
<td>–1260</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-f/400</td>
<td>–1760</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
agreement with other studies for other materials [15, 24]. It can be seen that the amplitude of deflection ($A$) increases as the beam length increases. It is likely that the change in the deflection profile with the beam length could be attributed to the boundary conditions effects. For example, to fit the experiment, our simulations show that the 100 $\mu$m-long beam requires more compressive stress and centre load than the 200 or 300 $\mu$m-long beams. In other studies, for example, the bending moment due to boundary configuration effects can have an influential role in determining the beam deflection-length relationship [23]. In addition, the beam stiffness has been found to decrease with increasing in the beam length [39], and therefore longer beams tend to buckle more than shorter ones.

Figure 7 shows the measured and simulated buckling profile along the position of doubly supported beams with length of 400 $\mu$m, thicknesses of 0.5 and 1 $\mu$m and widths of 15 and 20 $\mu$m respectively. Table 6 presents the values of vertical deflection and compressive residual stress that have been measured experimentally and used together with the applied loads in Model-f to simulate the final deflection profile. In order to determine the accuracy of our model, the same values of compressive stress (from experiment) and external loads have been applied on beams with same length (400 $\mu$m) but different widths (15 and 20 $\mu$m) and thicknesses (0.5 and 1 $\mu$m). From figure 7, it can be seen that thicker beams tend to buckle largely than thinner ones. It is possible that the residual stress may vary through the film’s thickness [27]. For beams with same length and widths, the simulations results presented in table 6 have shown that the 1 $\mu$m-thick beams experience higher compressive residual stress and external loads than the 0.5 $\mu$m-thick beams. However, for beams with same length and thickness but different widths, the deflection profile has been found to be almost independent of beam width. Despite the slight variations of the experimental vertical deflection between 15 and 20 $\mu$m-wide beams with the same length and thickness, the simulations have shown that the vertical
deflection and buckling profile of these beams are entirely identical, see table 6.

The aforementioned results have shown that the amplitude and shape of buckled beams depend on the residual stress, etch release process, boundary conditions and beam length. An optimum profile has been obtained for suspended tantalum beams that have been made from tensile stressed-film and released in the wet etching process as shown in figure 8 with an aspect ratio of 1:48.

4. Conclusion

The paper presents the optimisation of the design and fabrication of an array of suspended microstructures of tantalum using surface micromachining methods. The impact of wet etch and dry etch release processes on the final deflection profiles of the doubly supported beams that have been made from compressive and tensile-stressed films has been investigated. The doubly supported beams made from tensile-stressed films have exhibited the least vertical deflection. More importantly, the wet etch release approach has produced smaller deformation in the final fabricated devices than the dry etch release methods. Furthermore, an optimised FE model has been developed to predict the buckling behaviour of doubly supported beams by including the effects of compressive residual stress and applied loads in the centre and at the edges of the beam as boundary conditions. An optimum profile of the suspended microstructures of tantalum with an aspect ratio of 1:48 has been obtained from the tensile-stressed films that have been released by the wet etching method. The results produced in this work provide useful information about the fabrication-induced stress effects of micro-suspended devices and can be used for the optimisation of the design and manufacturing of MEMS-based materials and devices.
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